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MODULE SPECIFICATION – UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES

KEY FACTS

Module name

Strategic Marketing

Module code

BS3201

School

Cass Business School

Department or equivalent

UG Programme

UK credits

15

ECTS

7.5

Level

6

Delivery location (partnership
programmes only)

MODULE SUMMARY

Module outline and aims

This module examines recent developments in marketing thinking and market strategy
development. It focuses on the dynamic aspects of market strategy development and current
issues. Its focus will go beyond marketing mix tactics or a specific product or service offering.
The course will explore how to develop marketing capabilities and strategies, as well as
marketing configurations, so as to maximise long-run customer and shareholder value.

The main objectives of the course are to:-

a) introduce you to a systematic way of thinking about developing marketing strategies,

b) familiarise you with current advances practices in marketing strategy; and
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c) help you develop your analytical and problem-solving skills in marketing.

Content outline

- Conventional and new approaches to marketing strategy making and planning approaches

- Market orientation and aligning marketing configurations

- The key marketing capabilities of an organisation

- Prioritising strategies to increase long-term customer shareholder value

- Creating value equity, brand equity and relationship equity

Pre-requisite Modules
BS2101

Principles of Marketing

WHAT WILL I BE EXPECTED TO ACHIEVE?

On successful completion of this module, you will be expected to be able to:

Knowledge and understanding:

- Track the evolution of the marketing thought
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- Understand the drivers and the main features of the new marketing paradigm

- Understand the modern role and challenges of a senior marketing manager

- Understand the role of marketing in developing a competitive advantage

- Understand the nature and role of key marketing capabilities

- Understand the elements and underlying processes for developing value-, brand- and
customer-relating-equity

- Understand the forms of organisational alignment to the market

Skills:

- Analyse marketing facts and propositions regarding the marketing environment and complex
marketing decisions

- Express ideas and opinions, with confidence and clarity, by making use of the appropriate
marketing language

- Make strategic decisions by assimilating and combining different types of industry and market
research information to develop marketing strategies.

- Apply advanced framework and tools to make strategic marketing choices

- Organise, integrate and combine information and concepts into effective marketing strategies
and plans

- Prioritise allocation of resources to various marketing mix elements, so as to maximise longterm value for customers and stakeholders
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- Evaluate arguments or propositions and to make judgments that can guide the development of
marketing plans and making decisions

- Discern the main parameters of managerial problems and develop strategies for their
resolution

- Translate data into concepts and information and them as tools in support of arguments

Values and attitudes:

- Challenge traditional beliefs and notions held by you regarding marketing and marketing
planning

- Develop a dynamic and systemic view of marketing that besides strategies blends culture,
organisational configuration and marketing capabilities

- Realise the inter-relationship between marketing and other business subjects and functions

- Think strategically and appreciate the need for strategic marketing thinking in modern business
environments

HOW WILL I LEARN?

Lectures, assigned readings, guided class discussions, mini-case studies, simulation.

Teaching pattern:
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Teaching
component

Teaching
type

Contact
hours

Self-directed
study hours

Placement
hours

Total student
learning
hours

Lectures

Lecture

20

130

0

150

20

130

0

150

Totals

WHAT TYPES OF ASSESSMENT AND FEEDBACK CAN I EXPECT?

Assessments

Coursework and exam.

Assessment pattern:

Assessment
component

Assessment
type

Weighting

Minimum
qualifying
mark

Pass/Fail?

Coursework

Report

24

0

N/A

Coursework

Oral
assessment
and
presentation

6

0

N/A

Exam – 2.25 hours

Written Exam

70

0

N/A

Assessment criteria

Assessment Criteria are descriptions of the skills, knowledge or attributes students need to
demonstrate in order to complete an assessment successfully and Grade-Related Criteria are
descriptions of the skills, knowledge or attributes students need to demonstrate to achieve a
certain grade or mark in an assessment. Assessment Criteria and Grade-Related Criteria for
module assessments will be made available to students prior to an assessment taking place.
More information will be available from the module leader.
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Feedback on assessment

Following an assessment, students will be given their marks and feedback in line with the
Assessment Regulations and Policy. More information on the timing and type of feedback that
will be provided for each assessment will be available from the module leader.

Assessment Regulations

The Pass mark for the module is 40%. Any minimum qualifying marks for specific assessments
are listed in the table above. The weighting of the different components can also be found
above. The Programme Specification contains information on what happens if you fail an
assessment component or the module.

INDICATIVE READING LIST
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Keller, Kevin Lane (2001) Building Customer-Based Brand Equity. Marketing Management,
Jul/Aug2001, Vol. 10 Issue 2, p14, 6p,
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Science, Winter2000, Vol. 28 Issue 1, p24,
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Appendix: see http://www.hesa.ac.uk/content/view/1805/296/ for the full list of JACS codes and
descriptions

CODES

HESA Code

Description

Price Group

27

Business and Management
Studies

D

JACS Code

Description

Percentage (%)

N500

The techniques involved in the
management of an organisation
s relationship with its customers
and the world at large.

100

